
Still Green  Board, 9 April 2015

Present:   Jenny Borden, Ines Russell, Lee Taylor; Rob Paton (on phone for part of 
the meeting).
Alice Maynard facilitated.
Robert Purton attended for item 5.

1. Minutes of the last meeting

The Minutes of the last meeting (on 9 March2015) were confirmed and 
will be signed by the Chair at the next meeting.

2. Matters arising

Noted:
a. The items on the Consultation response and Ownership of the 

rental units are to be held over to the next meeting;
b. The membership drive at the OU: to be taken forward in May, 

before the next GM.

3. Chair’s report

We received the Chair’s report, noting that the membership applications 
for Alan and Donna Budden will shortly be received.

Locality bid
The first draft was received, with thanks. Alice offered to send drafting 
comments. Various figures and additional information need to be 
included: legal fees, planning advice and support (DLA), architectural 
design. We note the cap on the fees. 
The Board agreed to delegate the decision on the final submission, 
including timing, to Rob and Jenny.

Concern about architect
We have noted the email of concern  from Jo Paton. We agreed that Jenny 
will respond to Jo, noting our agreement that a clearer brief is needed, but 
that the Board still has confidence in Alan Budden Associates.

4. MacBag report

We received and noted the report. 
The interface on updates on the website, and regular Bulletins was raised.

We agreed to discuss the format of General Meetings at the next meeting, 
noting that it may be unlikely that supporting members will wish to 
attend all GMs.  Jenny will revisit the issue of quorum for this discussion.

Next GM



We agreed that it would be better to have the next GM in June; Jenny will 
send a doodle poll to members on potential dates

SGPP
We agreed:

• to discuss loan policy and the allocation of residency at the next 
meeting

• the need for guidelines on termination of membership
• that Ines will write to members now deemed in the supporter 

category to ascertain if that is their formal intent on current status

5. Meeting with Robert Purton

A useful discussion was had with Robert Purton: notes attached as 
Appendix.

We agreed to provide Robert with a written brief asking him to talk to 
Matthew Green indicating our continued strong interest in bidding for the 
Ladbroke Grove site, and updating him on the Locality bid, and our 
progressing the ecology brief with a view to having a mid June meeting.

Jenny agreed to get a further two ecology quotes. 

6. Still Green Project viability

We agreed to consider the viability of the project at the end of June, using 
the following three criteria:

• Governance: a credible Board
• Membership: a pipeline of new members 
• The Locality Bid accepted/other financial partners

7. Next meeting

We agreed that Jenny will canvas dates for the next Board meeting in the 
second half of May.
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Still Green Board: Discussion with Rob Purton,  April 9, 2015

Context

• Consultation: not yet out, will be on the website 
• Implications of elections likely be neutral, but house and land prices going 

up/Council short of cash
• Council has published list of 160+ potential sites: Worrelle Avenue is on 

the market
• Locality bid funding will continue for next year

What to do now?

• RP’s strong advice: go ahead with: 
o progressing purchase via ‘keeping Matthew warm’ (couple of 

emails/phone call/short meeting) 
o ecology survey now (newt ‘window’)

• Next step = instruct Matthew Green/MKDP lawyers to draw up draft of 
Heads of Terms, pass to Wrigleys

• Will DLA work in advance lessen Wrigleys costs? 
• MKDP likely to have standard arrangements on lawyer costs: negotiation 

on ‘drip’ payment arrangements
• Jeopardy on money? Payment of legal fees = risk, but low level because of 

resale value of land (going up); if scheme doesn’t go ahead, then can 
dispose of land

• Zero deposit still a current offer? Needs checking out with Matthew
• Buying the site:  currently planning for local centre, but MK-wide 

expectations of more housing: need for change of use application
• Consequences of leaving ecology survey:  if outside window, then less 

robust, may slow down on development
• No other surveys are time sensitive – however, will need flood, 

archaeology, air quality, noise surveys before planning application in

Timescale on planning application?

• Need for design brief to be completed prior to surveys
• Could be done by October?  Takes between 3-6+ months but less than 

functional Planning Department; if comes with affordable housing, then 
could take longer.  Robert and Matthew can work informally on SG behalf

Favourable points, Ladbroke Grove

• Advantageous land price
•  ‘plug and play’ site
• Likely newt issue: but can be handled 

Within SG control



• Design brief
• Decision whether to go ahead with progressing purchase – drip-feed on 

payment
• (Would Handlesbanken put up initial costs?)
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